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Abstract 
This thesis presents a comparative study of various translation invariant 
transf orrr1s for pat tern recognition applications. The transforms considered 
include Fourier amplitude spectrum and transforms based on symmetric functions 
such as the Rapid transform and the Min Max transform. 
A pattern recognition scheme is described to convert \a closed curve into a 
one-dimensional sequence which would be mapped into the same point in 
transform space for arbitrary rotations and displacements of the pattern. 
Results obtained show that the transform domain methods arc not reliable for 
large rotations, and M-transforn1 performs better than the other two for small 
rotations. Effects of quantization as well as variations in con tour tracing are 
also studied. 
1 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
) 
Automated identification of signals has been a challenging research area for 
nearly three decades. These techniques have found applications in the field of 
medical diagnosis (EEG and X-Ray) and in industrial and robotic environment 
( speech and image analysis, identification of industrial parts, etc.). 
In early years of pattern recognition, research was concentrated on a 
template-matching approach. Correlation was generally used as a criterion to 
relate an unknown pattern and each template. Patterns were usually 
represented through raw images. However, since these images contained a lot of 
redundant information which was not filtered out in the correlation process, 
template-matching was impractical. 
The pattern recognition methodologies can be grouped as decision-theoretic 
or discriminant.~ and syntactic or structu~al[l ]. I1oth of these approaches use a 
pre-processing stage to remove redundancies in the raw image as the first step. 
Syntactic approach represents patterns as tree or graph of pattern primitives 
along \vith their relations to each other. This method looks at the structure of 
a pattern quite like a parser analysing the syntax of a language. A major 
problcrn of th is approach . IS the selection of proper pattern prirniti v es . 
Primitives, being basic components of a pattern, are expected to be easy to 
extract and recognize. In practice, ho\vevcr, rnany difficulties arise when it 
conies to machine extraction and segrncntation of strokes as primitives for script 
handwriting. 
Line segments are considered as primitives for line patterns. Line 
segn1ents can also be used to represent patterns described by boundaries or 
2 
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skeletons. End locations, length, and/or slope for straight line segments, length 
and curvature for curve segments, and shape and texture measurements are 
some of the commonly used primitives. 
Selection of proper pattern primitives is followed by the construction of a 
gramn1cr to generate a language to describe the patterns of interest. A general 
method for the construction of such grammers is another major problem. The 
next step is the selection of a method to recognize input patterns. A simple 
approach uses template-matching method by comparing the sentence describing 
in put pattern with the sentences representing reference patterns. Another more 
complex method is parsing the input sentence to analyze the pattern it 
represents. Design of an efficient parser is a highly complex problem that faces 
the syntactic pattern recognition today. 
Decision-theoretic approach, on the other hand, uses an N-dimensional 
feature vector to represent a pattern. In order to recognize a pattern, decision-
making (and/or discriminant) method analyses shape sin1ilarity expressed in 
terms of a distance measure, a likelihood function, or a discriminant function. 
In this approach, feature extraction and selection are problem-dependent. All 
the probable distict patterns need be exarnined to choose the proper pattern 
distiguising features. Commoraly used features are the measures obtained from 
boundary, area, and texture analysis. 
The next step in this process calls for a transformation applied to those 
selected features. The purpose of this is to rr1ap distinct patterns to distinct 
tra11sfor1n coordinates, and at the same time reduce the effects of redundant 
inf or1nation, i.e., effects of rotation and translation. R.ecognition is performed 
by finding the known pattern closest to the input pattern in the pattern space. 
3 
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Thus a decision-theoretic approach requires a transformation which reduces 
or removes redundancy in the features and, at the sarnc time, maps feature 
vectors into a space in which patterns and J>attern classes arc well separated for 
distance measurements. Karhunen-Loeve expansion, Fourier, Walsh-Hadamard, 
and Haar transforrns are some of the rnethods suggested for implementation to 
realize some of the objectives of an ideal transformation described above. 
Extensive information on the application of Fourier Transform in pattern 
recognition can be found in [2-6]. One major drawback of Fourier transform is 
its complexity and consequent slow speed. Even Fast Fourier Transform 
techniques do not decrease the processing time to levels required by, many time 
critical applications. 
A new class of translation invariant transforrns based on symmetric 
functions has recently been defined 17]. 'fhose transforms are fast and use only 
simple and real operations. These proJ>erties make this class of transforms 
attractive for real time applications. 
This thesis con1pares the application of such transforms to pattern 
recognition. The results obtained are more favorable th;.:n the earlier results on 
Fourier transform. Quantization errors and their effects on recognition is also 
presented. Chapter 2 reviews image analysis and pattern recognition methods. 
Chapter 3 then describes the class of patterns investigated and the simulation 
performed. The contour tracing methods and boundary representation are 
explained, and the transforr11s used are described. Chapter 4 prcsen ts the 
results of computer simulation and finally Chapter 5 surninarizcs this thesis with 
conclusions and directions for future extension of this work. 
4 
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2.1 Image Analysis 
Chapter 2 
IITiage Processing 
• 
Continuing developments in hardware and software have made it possible 
to perform numerical analysis and symbolic manipulation using re]atively 
inexpensive computational tools. Today, digital computers can perform 
numerical operations such as addition, substraction, multiplication, and divi
sion 
faster and more accurate than any human being. But, providing them with 
numerical or symbolic data and an algorithm to manipulate it as well 
as 
interpreting the resultant output is still a human task. 
As we move into an era of automation, it becomes imperative to delegate 
some of the human tasks to a computer. Such systerr1s require sensors
 to 
gather information and as well as capability t.o understand it. A common 
approaclt to the design of such sensors is to rnirnic the operation of natu
ral 
human sensors. Camera is a well known visual sensor which functions q
uite 
similar to the way eye does. Further, the images captured by a camera sho
uld 
be processed by a digital computer in such a way that the interpretations
 of 
the objects and events • ln the • 1rnage field will be sirr1ilar to human 
interpretations. Pattern recognition techniques arc currently being developed
 to 
ensure this similarity. 
Processes involved in a typical pattern racogni tion systern can be classified 
as: 
• Image capture, 
• Image enhancement, 
5 
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• Image analysis and feature extraction, and 
• Image identification and interpretation. 
In r, order to recognize a pattern, one has to first use an imaging device to 
capture the visual appearance of an image. Vidicon camera, Charge Coupled 
Device (CCD) camera, and laser scanner are some of the devices commonly used 
to perform this task. These cameras scan an image fie]d and convert it into a 
one dimensional continuous signal. From this signal, a raster pattern 
representing the actual image can be obtained. Ho,vever, because of the 
discontinuities in the raster pattern, consecutive points on this one dimensional 
signal do not necessarily correspond to the consecutive image points. This 
implies that a two dimensional continuous image cannot be truly represented by 
a one dimensional signal - even though that would have resulted in a great deal 
of computational simplicity. Limited video bandwidth is another constraint on 
the ability of practical cameras to capture all the information in an image. 
One other source of error in irr1age capture is the sampling and quantization 
process. Sampling . IS equivalent of forcing the . image through a finite 
bandwidth, low pass filter. Quantization is equivalent to introducing errors in 
every signal component. 
Sampling and quantization process convcrt.s the t\vo dimensional continuous 
image into a linear array of elements. A discrete image can be reassembled by 
rearranging these elements into a two dimensional arrav 
"' 
and . . ass1gn1ng a 
brigthness value equivalent to the element magnitude to each location (pixel). 
Number of brightness levels used in the reconstruction is dependent on the 
wordlenght. I of the quantizer used in sarnpling and quantization. When 1==1, a 
binary image is obtained ,vith each pixe) either b)ack or bright. 
0 
• 
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Figure 2-1 shows a continuous curve segment and the corresponding 
quantized ir11age on a rectangular grid. l=l has resulted in a binary image. 
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Quantized view of the same 
Shape 
Figure 2-1: Continuous and quantized vie,v of a shape . 
Quantized in1age may be improved by an image enhancement stage into a 
format appropriate for machine analysis. This stage docs not attempt to bring 
• 
the . rep rod uccd i1nage closPr t.o the original . .. . continuous image. Instead, it 
prepares the input image for the subsequent information extraction stages. One 
such enhancement often used is the cdg<~ emphasis by high frequency filtering. 
Further details of irnagc enhanccrncnt techniques such as contrast enhancement, 
• 
histogram modification, • noise clcanin° n, cdgt! • • c r Is p e r11 n g, trarasfor111 • processing, 
fi] teri ng, and n11d t.isp(•ct.ral i ma~c en ha 11r.(~rne11 t 1nay b<' found i 11 ref crcncc[ 8). 
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2.1.1 Image Feature Extraction 
Image enhancernent i·s followed by extraction of irnage features which 
provide information on the distinguishing characteristics of image. Brightness 
and texture of a region of pixels, boundaries of objects, image amplitude 
histograms and spatial frequency spectra are sorr1e of the widely used image 
features. A detailed discussion of amplitude features, luminance edge features, 
co]or edge features, spot and line features, and texture features can be found in 
[ 8]. 
2.1.2 Image Description 
The set of primitive . image features is usually too large for direct 
processing by subsequent image analysis and recognition stages. This is 
generally cured by a conversion process to rnap primitive image features to a 
much smaller set of descriptors such as conr~ected edge features forming object 
boundary~ regions of constant imagP an1plitude, color, or t.exture, and some 
primitive shapes like rectangles, circles, and triangles. The aim here is to 
obtain image descriptors that may be used to represent an image similar to the 
way phonemes are used. to form a printed language representation of an 
utterance. Unfortunately, a cornpletc set of visual phonemes is yet unknown. 
Some of the more comrnon irnage descriptors are obtained by shrinking, 
thinning, and skeletonizing of connected regions, curve fitting to a line, line-to-
poin t. transforn1ation, and calculating metric, topological, and analytic attributes 
of shapes in an irnage[8J. 
8 
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2.1.2.1 Analytic Attributes 
Analytic attributes give a mathematical description of shape. One fairly 
crude approach to analytic shape description is through moment 
approximation[8]. A better one is to represent the perimeter of a closed curve 
by its instantaneous curvature at each perimeter point. lrriage descriptors 
obtained from a version of this representation are used in this work to evaluate 
the application of various transformations to pattern recognition. 
detailes of these attributes will be given in section 2.2. 
2.1.3 linage Identification 
In most of the pat tern recognition applications, one has 
Further 
the • prior 
knowledge of the class of objects being recognized. Generally, they include 
characters, numbers, and even a set of industrial parts. An object is analysed 
for its distinguishing features so that a pattern recognition system can uniquely 
associate the object with that set of features. Selection of features is of course 
dependent on the class of objects. In other words, the recognition criterion as 
well as the class of objects dictate the image descriptors to be used. 
2. 2 Boundary R,epresentation 
Experiments on optic mechanism of living organisms sho,v that these visual 
systems emphasize intensity boundaries in images focussed on the retina and 
that curved boundaries attract more attention. Attneave[9J l1as actually showed 
that information of a shape is concentrated along its boundary contours and is 
especiaJly high at large curvature. This suggests that an artificial pattern 
recognition scheme should rnake fulJ use of object boundaries. 
A comman approach to extract' inforrnation frorn closed boundaries is to 
! 
9 
generate a one-dimensional function representing curvature or the tangent angle 
as a function of distance along the boundary contourf 8J. 
Figure 2-2 illustrates this for a simple closed curve, , with parametric 
representation 
( x(l), y(l)) = z(l) (2.1} 
where l is the arc length and L, the perimeter length. 8( l) is the angular 
direction of , at point l, and 60 = 9(0} is the angular direction at the starting 
point z(O). The cumulative angular function q, is defined as the net amount of 
angular bend between the starting point and point l[5] . From this definition it 
follows that ¢,(0) = O, ¢,(L) = -21r, and <P(l) + 60 is identical to O(l) with a 
possible difference of a multiple of 21r. 
1 
6 : oco) 
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Figure 2-2: Cont.our rcpr<!scntation 
fly normalizing¢(/), a ne\v function 9*(1) can be d(,fincd as 
* 
<I> ( t) 
and 
l.1t 
- <I>( - ) + t , 0 < t < 2ir 2,r 
• * ¢, (0) = </> (2ir) = 0 
JO 
(2.2) 
• 
.. 
.. 
Eq. (2.2) defines a mapping of simple closed curves to a one dimensional 
periodic function ¢,*(l) whose don1ain is [O, 21r]. For a fixed starting point along 
the boundary, </> * is invariant under tra.nslation, rotation, and scaling of the 
corresponding curve. Identical curves having the same starting point are 
* 
mapped to the same f untion ¢, . 
Still another boundary function can also be obtained from the parametric 
representation (2.2) by defining a periodic complex boundary function u( l) as: 
u(l) == x(l)+jy(l) (2.3) 
* Let u( l) and u ( l) be two complex functions describing the boundary of the 
* shape S, and let z(O) and z (0) be the correspoding starting points for these 
functions. Then it is obvious tihat 
. * * u(l) == u (l - (z {0)-z(O)) ) . (2.4) 
Equation ( 2.4) sho\vs that u :1: ( l) ran be obtained by merely a cyclic shifting 
of u( l) by an arbitrary amount dependent 011 the relative positions of the two 
starting points. In order that the two curves are recognized as the same, one 
* needs to transform u(l) and u (l) such that they are mapped into the same 
point in transforrn space. Clearly, the transform used should be invariant to 
the cyclic shifts of input signal. Such transforrns arc known· as "Translation 
Invariant". If two boundary functions describe the same curve ,, then 
regardless of the different starting points, these transforms enable us to identify 
them as the same. Following subsections d<~scribc sorr1e such transforrns. 
l l 
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2.2.1 Fourier Transform Amplitude Spectrum 
The expansion of <t, * as Fourier series in polar form is 
00 
* L Akcos (kt -- o:k) <I> vo + (2.5) 
k= I 
Ak and (lk are the Fourier descriptors for curve , , and represent k th 
harmonic amplitude and phase angle. 
,. ,., 
The advantage of these descriptors is that the set {(Ak, ak), k==l,2 .. } 
contains no redundant information and it uniquely describes the curve. 
Unfortunately, this met.hod has two major disadvantages. Firstly, some 
sequences {(Ak, ak), k=:1,2, .. } describe non-closed curves, and secondly, <t,*(t) for 
shapes having sharp corners (such as polygonals) contain discontinuities, and 
the ref ore a decreases rather slo,v ly as k increases. 
K, 
A detailed explanation on the use of these Fourier descriptors is given by 
Charles T. Zahn and Ralph Z. Roskies[4]. They describe the reconstruction of 
curve , from these Fourier descriptors, effects of limiting the number of 
descriptors on the reconstructed curve, Fourier descriptors based on the 
curvature function, as well as results of experiments in shape generation using 
Fourier descriptors. 
Another approach to Fourier descriptor representation is given in [5]. This 
method uses the complex function u( l) defined in section 2-2. 
The FD's obtained from this function are 
a - !._ { L u (l) e - j( 2n-//,)"I d I 
n L lo 
and 
u( l) 
/ 
00 
L jn(21r/L)l a e n 
-oo 
12 
(2.6} 
(2.7) 
• j ~' 
• 
I. 
Combining Eq.(2.1) and (2.6), the relation between Fourier descriptors of these 
functions can be shown to be 
* 
a 
n 
_ a * e - j( 21r / L) n ( z ( O) - z( 0) ) 
n 
Th us the selection of different 
(2.8) 
starting points results • In different 
descriptors with the same absolute value. Since absolute values of { an} defined 
by equation (2.6) are the same for boundary functions describing the same curve 
1 , this amplitude spectrum of Fourier Transform can be used in pattern 
recognition applications. 
Unlike the earlier Fourier descriptors, these new descriptors { an} for which 
the series (2.7) converges describe closed curves. ~""'urther, since u(l) contains no 
discontinuities, it is expected that iu(l)I descreases rather fast as u(l) -+ oo . 
The reconstruction of the original curve , is simple from these descriptors. 
Calculation of Fourier descriptors for polygonal curves and line patterns, 
and their us<' for optirna) curvP rnatching~ cornputation of the area of a surface, 
relative position of a point with respect to a boundary, skeleton finding, 
character recognition, and machine parts recognition is given in [3] and [5]. 
2.2.2 Transforms based on sym1netric functions 
~"ourier transform an1plitude spectrum is independent of cy lie shifts in the 
input. But this does not mean that it is the only such transform or it is the 
best. Wagh and Kanctkar[7] have defined a class of transforms invariant to 
cyclic shifts in the input sequence . Each such transf orrn of length 2° is 
uniquely defined by • of sy n1metric functions. Any function 
• two a pair In 
variables, f(a,b) • syrnmetric if f(a,b) == f(b,a) f(a,b) == a+b , ja-bl, IS • 
tna x ( a ,b), a2+b2 arc sornc of t.he syrnmetric functions. If a and b are binary, 
i 
• 
t 
then logical functions such as a.AND. b, a.OR. b are also symmetric functions. 
Using symmetric functions, a sequence a(i) 
transformed to sequence A (j) , j==O, l , ... ,2n-1 as fol1ows. 
' 
i==0,1, ... ,2"-l can be 
Let k0k1 ... kn-I be the n-bit binary representation for K. One way of 
calculating the K-th component of the transform is to compute sequences 
yk(r), r == 0,1, .. ,n-1 as 
y O ( i) == a ( i) and 
where 
/j 
Then, 
k 
r 
k 
r 
0 
1 
. 
i 0 1 2n-(r+l)-l 
' ' .. ' ' 
(2.9) 
Equation (2.9) givrs a recursive relation b!'twecn Yr+l and yr to find an 
isolated transform component A(K). When all the transform coefficients are 
needed a faster a]gorithm can be used by redefining the recursion on y as 
r 
n 
Yr+l(i) == /2( Yr(i) ' Yr(i+2) ), 
n 
i - 0,1, ... ,--1 and 
2 
nn 
. 
i - -,-+ 1, ... , n - 1. 
2 2 
(2.10) 
The relation A(i) == yn_ 1(i) for i == 0,1, .. ,n-1 gives all the transform components. 
Computation using this algorit.hrn is shown in figure 2-3. 
If the input sequence a(£) contains m cornponents, 2n1 memory locations 
are needed to store the cornponents of yr and Yr+ 1 . Ilut this algorithm may 
be reformatted to decrease the required scratchpad rnerr1ory by using in place 
routines. Figure 2.2 sho,vs an algorithrn obtained by rearranging the earlier 
14 
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x(O) X (0) 
-
x(l) X(l) 
x(2) X(2) 
x(3) X(3) 
x(4) X(4) 
X (5). 
X (5) 
x(6) X (6) 
x(7) X (7) 
Figure 2-3: Algorithm for calculation of A(K) 
algorith1n of figure' 2-:L This structure is the san1e as the one used by 
decimation in frequency method of calculating F FT. Now, only m memory 
locations are required in transform of a sequence a( i) of length m. 
Certain selections of /1 and /2 yield substantially better transforms. Two 
· such transf orrns used in this ,vork are as fol lows: • 
.. 
Ilapid transforn1 (RT): J1(a,b) =-= a+b and / 2(a,b) - ja-bl, 
~1inMax Transform (AfT): / 1(a,b) = max{a,b} and / 2 (a,b) = min{a,b}. 
In Chapt,cr 3, amplitude spcctrurn of Fourier transfc>rrn, Rapid transforrr1, 
and ~-linrnax transf orrn arc irnpJcrncn t.Pd in a pattern recognition system and 
their p<'rf ormances are compared. 
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x(O) X(O) 
x(l) X(4) 
x(2) X(2) 
x(3) X (6.) 
x(4) X(l) 
x(S) X (5) 
• 
x(6} · X (3) 
x(7) X(7) 
Figure 2-4: Structure of algorithrn sho\vn in figure 2-3 rearranged 
•-.-·-..... 
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Chapter 3 
Implementation of a Pattern Recognition 
System 
In Chapter 2, general principles underlying pattern recogniton systems were 
given.' In this chapter, details on the implementation of a pattern recognition 
scheme are given. This scheme was implemented on Cyber 850 computer using 
Fortran programs. It , was used to evaluate the performance of MinMax, 
Fourier, and Rapid transform in pattern recognition systems. 
Figure 3-1 shows a diagram of the pattern recognition system implemented 
in this work. 
. 
CONTOUR FEATURE • INPUT PATTERN CAMERA 
- ' 
TRACING EXTRACTION I PATTERN MATCHING 
I 
I 
~ 
I KNOWN I 
·-
PATI'ERN 
Figure 3-1: Pattern Recognition System 
The different stages of the pattern recognition system implemented in 
soft ware are : 
• Image capture ( Shape definition ), 
• Boundary extraction of patterns in this image field, 
• I3oundary classification using descriptors, 
• Storage of descriptors corr<'spo11di11g to kno\\'rt pat.terns, and 
• Identification of input. patt.<'rns usiug sin1ilarity mC'asurcs bct,v<'cn 
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A detailed description of each stage follows. 
3.1 linage Capt11re 
In order to capture rotated, translated, and scaled views of shapes under 
consideration, a camera is required. It is considered noise-free in the sense that 
the only allowed noise corrupting the image will be quantization noise. If, in 
practice, the image does contain noise, it will need to be filtered first to get rid 
of it. Low pass filtering, local averaging or blurring are some of the effective 
,vays of getting rid of the random noise in the image. 
1"'he (software) simulated camera could perform following functions : 
• Rotation of image through an arbitrary angle, 
• Translation of image to any location., 
• Scaling the irnage by any arnount. 
Due to complexities explained later, the camera is designed to simulate 
only the shapes defined by straight lines and semi-circles. There is no 
restriction on the number of segments in each shape. Therefore if necessary, 
any curve can be sirnulated by using srr1all enough segments. ..J\.ll objects are 
viewed f rorn direc1 )y above. When working on purely polygonal shapes, camera 
can also be tilted to any angle with respect to the norrnal of image plane. 
18 
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3.2 Sl1ape Dcfi11ition 
Only close~ shapes are used in this work. Polygonal shapes can be 
represented by giving the locations of all corner points and all connections 
. 
between them. To the actual program, these shapes are described by inputing 
cartesian coordinates of corner points P. in the order of occurancc if the shape 
I 
boundary is traversed in a clockwise direction. So, (xi,yi), i = 1,2, .. ,n describes 
a polygonal shape defined by con~ecting · corner points Pj+l to P; , j=2, ... ,n-1. 
The boundary is closed by segment Pn to P1 • 
3.2.1 Translation of Shapes 
After having described a shape S with corner points P, the position of S 
can easily be translated by xt and Yt where xt and Yt arc the amount of 
translatio·n on X and Y axis respectively. Equation (3.1) gives a relation 
between the original corner location ( x1.,yi) and the corresponding corner location 
( X,, }'i) in the translated shape S • 
. 
•. (xi-xt ' yi-yt) (3.1) 
3.2.2 Rotatio11 of Shapes 
Since the shapes are defined using cartesian coordinate system, shapes can 
easily be rotated by applying rotation rr1atrix transformations. If ( x
1
., yi) gives 
the location of corner point Pi on a polygonal shape S, then the follo,ving 
matrix multiplication gives ( X1, l'J as the new location for the corresponding 
. corner point P in shape· S rotated by O degrees, o < O < 21r c:lock,visc around 
the origin (0,0) . 
x. cos(O) -sin(O) x. • 
I I 
-
-
Y. sin(O) cos(O) y. (3.2) 
I I 
Jf) 
.. 
... 
It 
,.. 
3.2.3 Scaling of Shapes 
If it is desired to scale the size of a shape by s , 0 < s < oo , equation 
(3.3) shows a way of defining corner point locations (X
1
, Yi) for the scaled shape 
S in terms of original corner point locations ( x,,Yi) . For O < s < 1 , the new 
shape is smaller than original, and for 1 < s < oo, the new shape is larger. 
(3.3) 
3.3 Boundary Extrnctio11 
• • As mentioned in section 2.1, image understanding processes require 
quantized images composed of array of pixels. In order to complete the 
simulation of image capture, one should be able to create these arrays for the 
shapes of interest and further, extract information about the boundary of the 
shape. To achieve this, a contour tracing program which outputs quantized 
contour of a given polygonal shape, is written. Inputs to this program include 
locations of all corner points of the shape, amount of rotation, translation along 
each axis, and the scaling factor. 
One should also specify the type of arc (straight line or semicircle) 
between each consecutive corners and in the case of a sen1icircle, whether it is 
convex or concave. 
The algorithm used to obtain the binary i111age of qua·ntized contour of a 
given shape proceeds as f ollo,vs. 
• Using equations (3.1)-(3.:J), new locations for corner points }'. of 
I 
appropriated, shiftPd, rot.at.<!d~ and scaled shape arc calculated. 
• Cartesian coordinates of grid points arc defined for a rectangular 
grid. Figure 3-2 slio,\·s tl1<! polygonal shap<~ S. placed on t.he grid. 
. . J 
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Grid points represent pixels on screen. 
to 0. 
All. the pixels are initialized 
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Figure 3-2: Polygonal shape S on rectangular grid 
• 
Closest grid point (pixel) CJ t.o the corner point pl IS found 
to 1 . {gx ,gy ), coordinates of CJ • recorded. This step 
• 
IS IS 
and set 
repeated 
1 1 
for other corner points t.o obtain pixels corresponding to each corner 
point. 
• 
• Arc between P. and P. 1 I z+ IS traced and recorded by 
setting 
section corresponding pixels to 1 using the 
3.4 • This step is repeated until all 
procedure given 
sides are traced. 
later • Ill 
• A sequence of 
directions from 
moves 
• 
IS formed 
to the 
by recording the traversal 
of 
next pixel set to 1. 
be N, S, E, and i·l' ( for · North, 
a pixel set to 1 The 
coin ponccn ts 
South, East, directions are then numerically 
{ A1k} would typically 
and West). The encoded 
East by assigning 
typically was 
counterclockwise. 
values 
coded as 
O, 1,2,3, and 4 to different directions. 
• processing. 
• Seque11ce { A1k} 
rotation. 
0 and 
1.,his n umcrical 
nurr1hers 
encoding 
increased 
f aci Ii tated 
is writ ten in to a file together with 
1'his file iH used by subsequent stages. 
21 
as one turned 
later nu rnerical 
the an1ount of •. 
• 
3.4 Contour traci11g 
The contour tracing procedur«~ used finds the closest grid point to each 
boundary pixel and is illustrated by Figure 3-3. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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Figure 3-3: Contour tracing using a circle 
The algorithm used involves drawing a unit radius circle around the last grid 
point found closest to the boundary of the object. Equation of this circle is 
(X-gx )2 + (Y-g )2 = 1 . (3.4) 
n yn 
To find the next grid point tracing the curve involves computation of 
intersection points of this circle with the arc bet.,veen P. and }'. 1 • I I f- The type 
of arc l>et\\'een J>. and J>. 1, dPt.<\rrnines the equations to be used t.o obtain these 1 I f 
intersection points. Figuri_~ 3-4 sho,vs three possible arcs we havP allowed in our 
shape definition. 
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P. 
1 
P. 
1 
P. 1 1+ 
P. 
1 
P. 1 
I i1+ 
Figure 3-4: Three possible types of arcs between P. and P. 1• I 1+ 
3.4.l _ Straight line between P.- and Pi+l 
If a straight line segment joins Pi and·- Pi+l as shown in figure 3-4-a, then 
its equation is 
Yi+I-yi yixi+I - Yi+Ixi 
Y == ( ) x X + == aX + b (say). 
xi+ 1-xi xi+I - xi 
(3.5) 
Replacing Y in (3.4) from (3.5), one gets an equation for the x coordinate 
of the point of intersection as equation (3.6) . 
Let the roots of polynomial be and 
If xi+ 1 < xi then X(n+I) 1 is selected as the desired 
intersection coordinate, else X(n+l)
2 
is selected. 
equation (3.5), value of Y is calculated. A 
Using this value of j\ in 
ne,v circle centerrd at 
(g ,g ) , closest. grid point to (.1\', 11 is dra,vn, and the procedure is 2 (n+l) Y(n+l) 
repeated untiJl (g ,g ) is reached. 
x(itl) Y(i+J) . ......... ' 
' 
'· 
3.4.2 Semicircle between P. and P. 1 I a+ 
If a semicircle joins Pi to Pi+l as shown in figure 3-4-b and c, its equation 
is given by 
where 
( X - x ) 2 + ( Y- y ) 2 == r . 2 . 
C. C. i 
(xc.'Yc) 
z 
X 
c. 
z 
r.2 
1 
i 
Z 1 
• the location IS of the center 
x. + x. 1 y. + y. 1 1 i+ z z+ 
y = 
2 c. 2 i 
(3.7) 
of circle • by following equations. given 
and 
As before, eliminating }'" between (3.4) and (3. 7), one gets an equation for 
the x coordinate of the intersection as 
where 
a 2 --- 1 + ( 
-2g 
X 
n 
I -g C. X 
i n )2 
Yc.-gy 
z n 
(x -g ) C. X 
+ i n x ( r~+g2 -x2 - (y -g )2 - 1 ) and 
(Yc.-gy ) i xn ci ci yn 
i n 
r~+g2 -x2 - (y -g )2 - 1 
Z X c. C. y 
n z i n 
a0 == -1 + g; + ( ------------
n 2y -2g 
) 2 . 
Ci yn 
(3.8) 
Roots of polynomial /)X) give x(n+l)I and x(n+l)z , (X(n-t 1)1 < x(n+l)) · 
Using these X values in (3.7), one obtains Y(n+l)
1 
and Y~n+l)l from X(n+l)
1 
and 
* 
Y(n-t 1)2 and l'(n+l) 2 fron1 "y(n+l)2 • These four y coordinates are shown in figure 
3-5 . Dots in this figure show the locations of these four possible pixels along 
the contour. 1",vo of those can be ruled out since they would not be on the 
* * 
unit circle of (3.4) (in Fig. 3-5 one may rule out Y(n+ t)l and Y(n+l))· Finally, 
of the ren1aining t,vo, the pixel further away from the pixel previous to the last 
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Figure 3-5: 
\ 
* y 
+l, * y 
n+l1 
y fl,J.f l 
Calculation of intersection point ( X, Y) 
0 
pixel is selected as desired intersection point (X, Y) . Use of this distance 
measure prevents the contour tracing algorithm from backtracking. Then a new
 
unit circle centered at (g ,g ) , closest grid point to (X, Y), is dra,vn, 
x(n+l) Y(n+l) 
and the procedure is repeated until] (g ,g ) is reached. 
x(i+l) Y(i-t-1) 
3.5 Extraction of Image Descriptors 
Figure 3-6 shows contour M of shape S as traced by the program 
described in previous section. This program outputs sequence {Mk; k == 1,2, .. ,N} 
where N, in a sense, is the perin1eter length of shape S. Although Mk describes 
the boundary of this shape, it is dependent on the starting point 60 • lf 
* 
* 
{Mk; k == 1,2, .. ,N} is a sequence obtained by starting at a different point b0, it 
could be identified with {Mk} from correlation considerations. However, it is a 
computation intensive approach. 
In section 2-2, use of transforms for rnatching continuous periodic curves is 
-
explained. Those transforrns arc invariant under cyclic shifts
 of the input 
• 
•• 
t 
Figure 3-6: Quantized contour of a shape S 
sequence u(l). Applying the same idea, similar results can be obtained for 
discrete curves by selection of proper transforms. 
First, boundary function M(k) for discrete curves should be defined. 
Bennett and Mac-Donald have already given boundary functions for di'lcrete 
curves [ 2 J. Their definition is repeated here. 
As explained in 5ection 3-4, contour tracing algorithm provides coordinates 
of points ( Xi, Yi) i =1,2, .. ,N forming the contour of shape Si . This contour can 
also be represented by a complex function Z( s) defined as 
Z(s) == X(s) + 31,,(s) {3.9) 
where s represents the distance along the contour starting from some point s0 • 
One may then define tangent function, T(s},· as the derivative of Z(s) with 
respect to s ·. 
. ' 
T( s) = X ( s) + J Y ( s) { 3. 1 o) 
where dot indicates the derivative \vith respect to s. (:I.IO) in turn yields t,vo 
2G 
r 
related real functions for tangent angle, </>(s), and for curvature, K(s), as 
• 
X( s) 
¢,(s) = arctg (Y(s)) 
• K(s) == </>(s) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
Since we are dealing with a discrete contour formed by N small segrnents, 
it is appropriate to use following discrete equivalents of the preceding equations 
for i - 1,2, .. ,N. 
(X(si) - X(si_ 1)) + j(Y(si) - Y(si_ 1)) 
X(si) - X(si_ 1) 
¢>(s.) == arctg ( ( ) ) 
i y si - Y(si-1) ' 
K(si) == ¢>(si) - ¢>(si_l) 
The relation between M( i) and ¢ ( s i) now becomes 
4 
A1(i) == (-) x ¢(si), i = 1,2, .. ,N. 
7r 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
One should now also use length N Discrete Fourier Transforrr1 (OFT) in 
place of continuous Fourier transform. MinMax Transform and Rapid 
Transform which are described • 1n subsection 2-2.2 do not 
• 
require any 
rnodification since they are already defined for discrete sequences. 
Image descriptors used in this study are transforn1 sPqucnccs A-f*{n) 
obtained by applying Discreatc Fourier, MinMax, and Rapid transforms on the 
input sequence A1(k). 
A prograrr1 calculates irnage descriptors Af. corresponding to shape S. for J J 
j =-= 1,2, .. ,.J where J is the nurr1bcr of different shapes under study. 
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3.6 Sl1a1>e lde11tification 
]f a new shape s* is to be identified by this pattern recognition system, 
first, its contour is traced to obtain uf l) . Then, u{L) is transformed to M{k). 
Finally, a distance criterion is used to match u{l) to one of the sequences 
M. j=:l,2, .. ,J corresponding to known shapes S. :j=:1,2, .. ,J. 
1 J 
3.6.1 Diatance Measure 
Distance measure used in this thesis is based upon the Root Mean Square 
error function and is defined as 
N-l 
* 1 ~ D(M1,M ) =: { N 0 ( M .( k) - M* ( k) ) 
2 } 1 / 2 
J 
(3.18) 
0 
This choice was deemed appropriate since it is known to be optimal in the 
presence of random gaussian noise. 
In order to apply this rr1easure, both sequences must have the same 
nurnbcr of clements. llo\vcvcr., any rotation, translation, and scaling change the 
perirneter length (in the discrete sense) and as a consequence, the distance 
measure cannot be applied. 
To obtain fixed length sequences, one may remove some transform 
coefficients by effectively setting them to zero. Setting Fourier Transform 
coefficients corresponding to high frequencies to zero has the sa1n<' effc,ct with 
replacing the original shape with a similar shape having smooter corners[2]. 
Since MinMax and Rapid transforms are quite new transforms., there are not 
enough study on the signal dorr1ain effects of setting some transform coefficients 
to zero. We the ref ore chose to normalize sequence lengths in the signal domain 
as explained in the next section. 
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3. 7 Sequence Lengt}1 N orrnBliza tion 
Idea1Jy, the desired sequence length N is obtained by s~aling the shape size 
as 
* N 
s == s X (3.19} 
* * 
where s and N are old scale factor and sequence length respectively, and s is 
the new scale factor to get sequence length closer to the desired length N. In 
practice, however, scaling the image by ( N / N*) does not necessarily change the 
number of discrete steps used in the quantization of the shape by the same 
factor. Hence a program is written to handle this iteratively. After a 
controlled number of iterations, if the desired length is not attained, then this 
program gives a sequence of length N* such that N is the longest length less 
than N. The sequence is then extended by N* -N elements to get the desired 
length l\' as: 
·I· I - 1, .. , N-1 - N .... ( :t 20) 
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Chapter 4 
Simulation Results 
This chapter analyses the performance of the pattern recognition system 
implemented on Cyber850. The implementation details are given in Chapter 3. 
Min~1ax, Fourier, and Rapid transform techniques were used and compared for 
their pattern recognition ability. 15 different shaJ>es formed the pattern class. 
Details of these 15 patterns were recorded during the learning phase of the 
algori thrn. 
4.1 Learning Stage 
Using the procedure given in section 3-2, a class of shapes are defined for 
the pattern recognition system. Members of this class are chosen such that 
effects of sirnilarity and symmetry of patterns on recognition algorithms can be 
easily observed. The class size is restricted to 15 for practical resons. llut a 
more detailed analysis can be done by increasing the class size to any number. 
The chosen patterns are shown in ·Fig. 4-1. These patterns are transformed 
using the transformations under consideration and are stored in the recognition 
system. 
'''hen a test shar>e is t.o be recognized, its contour is traced and the 
transforn1 coefficents corresponding to this ·contour are calculated. The distance 
bet\\re.en this set of coefficients and those of a1l known shapes arc rneasured and 
the test shape is identified ,vit.h the closest stored shape. 
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Figure 4-1: Shape's kno\vn to the pattern rerognit ion system 
4.2 Similarity MC'11surc 
Test shapes arc obtained f rorn the known shapes by adding arbitrary 
location, rotation, and scaling. This has aJlowed us to observe the effects of 
these parameters on the performance of recognition algorithms. Figure 4-2 
shows a typical test set consisting of the quantized contours of shapes after 5 
degrees of rotation. 
4.3 Sin1ilarity Mcast1rc 
Equation (3.18) defines the distance between the shapes in transfer space. 
Using this equation, the distance between an unkown shape and a stored shape 
may be calculated. These distance values are tabulated in a similarity table for 
quick assimilation. Each row in this table indicates the amount of similarity 
between a test shape and each of the stored shapes. Similarity coefficients 
( entries in the table) arc scaled so that the n1aximurn similarity coefficient in 
. 
any ro\v 1s I .0. l.io\V<'r sin1ilarity coefficients correspond to a poorer match 
between the test pattern and the stored pattern. 
Thus the sirr1i]arity coefficient for test shape S. with respect to known 
J 
shape S. is given by 
l 
fl.. --
Jl 
MIN ( Ej1, E12 , ... , E1A,1 ) 
E .. 
JI, 
( 4 .1) 
\vhere E .. gives the distance between the transforn1s of a test shape E. and a 
J2 J 
stored pattern E .. 
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'J'he sarr1c set of .shap<·s as in J•'ig. 4-1 aft.er 5 degrees of rotation 
4.4 Boundary Represcntatior1 witl1 Tangent Angle F11nction 
In this work two types of boundary functions and contour tracing 
algorithms are analyzed for different perimeter length and rotations. 
In the analysis of tangent angle function whose definition is • • given 1n 
section 3-5, two contour tracing algorithms are used. 'fhey differ in the set of 
moves between consecutive points along the contour. The two sets used are 
defined as SET 1 == { North, South, East, West} and SET 2 == { North, North-East, 
East, South-East, South, South- West, West, North- West}. 
In order to give an understanding of methods used in the analysis, plots 
for two similar looking shapes, C and E, are given in figures 4-3, 4-4. These 
plots show transform coefficients when perimeter length, L, is equal to 128, and 
SET 2 is used for contour tracing. It can be seen from these plots that the two 
patterns look very different in the pattern space. Figures 4-5 and 4-6 
correspond to the san1e shapes after 5 degrees of rotation ( 0==!> 0 ) • Even 
though there are same diff crences, basic structure of the corresponding plots for 
.. 
both shapes stays the same after 5 degrees of rotation. This would enable one 
to identify the rotated characters with the correct patterns. 
FinaJly, J~ig.s 4-7 and 4-8 give the plots of transfer coefficients for the 
sarne shapes C and ~: when SET1 is used by contour tracing algorithrn. Other 
pararr1eters are kept unchanged. Perimeter length is 128 ( L == 128) and rotation 
angle is zero ( 0==-0°) . J>lots for ~: arc seen to be exactly the same with those 
obtained using SET 2 because there are no diagonal movements along the 
contour anyway. 1-Jo\vcver, when the contour of shape C is traced, all the 
movcrncnts given in SI~T 2 arc used. Therefore, this contour is not the same as 
< 
the previous contour as indicated by the changes in the corresponding plots. 
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Since the use of SET') provides a greater movement flexibility, it is expected 
~ 
that it· would be able to distinguish better between different patterns. 
Table 4-1 gives the similarity measurements, separately for each transform. 
~"'or ease of presentation, entries in this and subsequent tables are rounded to 
the first decimal digit. Second col un1n of this table lists the test pattern, and 
the first row marks the stored pattern. In addition, the first column of the 
table lists the nun1ber of moves artificially added to arrive at the desired 
sequence length of 128. Test patterns are obtained by rotating the known 
shapes and then, tracing their contours. For the situation shown in table 4-1, 
the angle of rotation is zero. Thus this table merely shows the "distinctiveness" 
of the set of patterns being used. 
Al tough Fourier transform amplitude spectrum recognizes each shape 
correctly, shapes 1 and 10 are not uniquely identified by Rapid and MinMax 
transf orrr1 rr1ethods. Those shapes are circle and square respectively. This 
unexpected result can be explained by looking at the way transforms based on 
symmetric functions work. Those transforms order the elements of input 
sequence in a way controled by the sym1netric functions being used. As a 
result of this ordering, different sequences can be mapped tc> the same sequence 
in the transfer domain. MinMax and llapid transforms which arc both 
transforrr1s based symn1ctric functions map certain class of sequences to the sarr1e 
transforrn. In this thesis, contour sequences of shapes syn·1rnctric with respect t(> 
their center of gravity are observed to lJe rnapped to the san1e sequence \vhcn 
SE1" 1 is used by the contour tracing progra1n. In those case
s, boundary 
sequences have the sarne number of moverr1ent in each direction given by SET1• 
·"'· 
rfhc confusion in recognition created by the use <>f movements f rorn SF~1,1 
41 
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Table 4-1: Sirnilarit.y n1c'as11r<'mcnt.s when Sl~T I is usr.d and 8=0° 
MOVES 
" 
1 
" 
2 
2 3 
" 
4 
4 6 
2 6 
2 7 
" 
8 
2 9 
0 10 
" 
11 
0 12 
0 13 
0 14 
" 
16 
MOVES 
0 1 
0 2 
2 3 
0 4 
4 5 
2 6 
2 7 
0 8 
2 9 
" 
10 
0 11 
" 
12 
" 
13 
" 
14 
" 
15 
MOVES 
" 
1 
0 2 
2 3 
0 4 
4 5 
2 6 
2 7 
" 
8 
2 9 
" 
10 
0 11 
0 12 
0 13 
0 14 
0 15 
MIN-MAX TRANSFORM RECOGNITION FOR "0." DECREES OF ROTATION 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 
1." 
·" ·" . " . " . " 
.0 .0 
·" 
1." 
. " .0 ·" . " . " 
·" 
1." . " . " 
·" . " . " . " 
.0 
. " . " 
.0 
. " . " . " 
·" ·" 
1." . " . " . " . " .0 . " . " . " ·" . " ·" . " 
. " . " . " 1." . " . " . " . " . " . " . " .0 . " . "' . " 
·" 
.0 .0 
·" 
1.0 
. " . " 
·" ·" . " . " ·" ·" 
. " . " 
.0 .0 .0 . 0 
·" 
1.0 
. " 
·" 
.0 
. " . " .0 . 0 .0 .0 
·" 
.0 .0 
. " .0 
·" 
1." .0 . " . " . " .0 . " . " . " 
. " 
·" 
.0 
. " . " . " . " 1." . " . " . " ·" . " . " . " 
. " . " ·" . " ·" . " ·" . " 
1." 
. " . " ·" . " . " . " 
1. 0 • 0 
·" . " 
. 0 
. " . " . " . " 1." ~." . " . " • 0 . " 
·" . " ·" . " . " . " 
. " . " . " . " 
1.0 
. " 
··" 
.0 
. "' 
. " . " 
·" . " . " . " . " . " . " 
. " .0 1.0 . " . "' . " 
. 0 • 0 . 0 • 0 
. " .0 
·" . " . " . " . " ·" 
1." . 0 . " 
.0 .0 .0 
·" 
.0 • 0 . 0 
. " . " . " . " 
.0 .0 1." 
. " 
.0 .0 
. " . " . " . " . " . " 
.0 
. " . " . " 
.0 
. " 1." 
RAPID TRANSFORM RECOGNITION FOR "0." DEGREES OF ROTATION 
1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 
1." 
·" . " 
.0 .0 • 0 
·" 
.0 .0 1." 
. " . " .0 . " . " 
.0 1.0 .0 .0 .0 • 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 . " . " . " . " 
.0 .0 1.0 .0 .0 .0 . 0-· .0 .0 . " • 0 .0 .0 . " . " 
·" 
.0 .0 1.0 .0 
. " .0 .0 .0 . " 
·" . " 
.0 
. " . " 
. " . " . " 
.0 1." . " .0 
·" 
.0 
. " . " . " . " . " . " 
. " . " . " . " . " 1." .0 . " . " ·" . " ·" .0 . " . " 
.0 
·" . " ·" ·" ·" 
1.0 
. " .0 . " . " ·" . " . " 
.0 
.0 .0 .0 
·" 
.0 .0 .0 1.0 .0 • 0 
. " .0 .0 .0 . " 
.0 .0 
. " . " .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 ·" . " 
.0 
. " 
·" . " 1.0 
. " .0 .0 .0 . " .0 .0 .0 1." • 0 .0 . " . " • 0 
.0 
·" ·" . " 
.0 .0 .0 .0 
. " .0 1.0 
·" 
.0 
·" . " 
·" ·" 
.0 
·" . " ·" ·" 
.0 .0 
. " . " 1.0 .0 . " . " 
. " . " . " 
.0 .0 
·" 
.0 
. " . " . " . " . " 1 . " . " . " 
. " . " . " 
·" . " . " ·" 
. " . " . " . " . " . " 1." . " 
.0 
. " .0 . " ·" ·" . " 
.0 
. " . " . " 
·" ·" . " 
1." 
FOURIER TRANSFORM RECOGNITION FOR "0." DEGREES OF ROTATION 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
1.0 .0 .0 
. " . " • 0 .0 .0 . " . " .0 .0 . " . " . " 
·" 
1." . 0 .0 .0 . " .0 .0 
·" 
.0 .0 .0 .0 
·" . " 
. " .0 1." .0 . " .0 .0 . " .0 . " .0 .0 . " ·" .0 
.0 .0 
. " 1.0 .0 . " .0 .0 . " .0 ·" 
.0 .0 .0 
. " 
·" . " . " 
.0 1.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
·" 
.0 
. " .0 .0 .0 
. " . " .0 .0 .0 1.0 .0 . " . " 
·" 
.0 .0 
. " . " . " 
.0 .0 .0 .0 
. " .0 1. 0 .0 .0 .0 . " . " .0 . " . " 
.0 
. " .0 
·" 
.0 
. " .0 1. 0 .0 
·" . " . " . " . " ·" 
.0 
. " .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 . " 1.0 . " 
.0 .0 
. " .0 . " 
·" 
.0 
. " .0 
·" 
.0 
·" 
.0 .0 1.0 .0 .0 
·" . " . " 
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
. " .0 
·" ·" 
.0 1.0 .0 
. " 
·" . " 
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
·" 
.0
. " 
·" 
1.0 .0 .0 .0 
.0 
. " . " .0 ·" 
.0 
·" 
.0 .0 .0 
·" 
.0 1. 0 .0 
. " 
.0 
. " 
·" 
.0 
·" 
.0 
·" 
.0 .0 
. " 
·" 
.0 .0 1. 0 
. " 
. " . " .0 ·" 
.0 
·" 
.0 
·" ·" . " ·" . " ·" . " 
1.0 
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is resolved by using the movements from SET 2 in the contour tracing program. 
In this case, for zero degrees of rotation, each test shape is correctly and 
uniquely identified. 
Tables 4-2 and 4-3 show the similarity coefficients when test shapes are 
obtained by rotating the stored shapes by 5 and JO degrees respectively. For 5 
degrees of rotation, using MinMax transform, succesful identification for each 
shape is observed. Rapid transform method failed for one shape. In addition 
to assigning test shape 6 to two shapes I and 6, Fourier transform method 
failed for shapes I and 13 which is surprising because shape 1 is a circle. 
Although small changes in the boundary function can be observed due to 
selection of different starting point for contour tracing algorithm, contour as a 
whole does not change much with rotation. This unexpected observation can be 
explained by noting that the original seqlience representing the circle required 
four extra movements to normalize the sequence length to 128. This extension 
resulted a set of Fourier coefficients which is different enough from those that 
could be obtained from a boundary sequence of length 128, to cause 
misidentification. This is illustrated by Fig. 4-9 which shows the Fourier 
coefficients corresponding to the contour of the circle after O and 5 degrees of 
rotations. 
In table 4-3 , similarity coefficients are given for the case when the angle 
of rotation 0, is 10 degrees. All three transforms fail for test shape 10 which is 
~. 
a sc1uare. 
Both Fourier and Rapid transforrn rr1ethods recognized square as 
circle. Although MinMax algorithm identified each shape correctly, it also 
found circle to be sirnilar to a square. 
Using the results of analysis given for Oc.=.0° , assignment of circle to square 
0 
Table 4-2: Sirr1ilarity m<!asur<~rn<~nt.s when SE1"., is usC'd and 0-=5° 
MOVES 
4 1 
" 
2 
" 
3 
" 
4 
" 
6 
0 8 
1 7 
" 
8 
" 
9 
" 
10 
" 
11 
" 
12 
" 
13 
" 
14 
" 
16 
MOVES 
4 1 
0 2 
0 3 
" 
4 
" 
5 
" 
6 
1 7 
" 
8 
0 9 
" 
10 
0 11 
" 
12 
" 
13 
" 
14 
' " 16 
MOVES 
4 1 
" 
2 
" 
3 
0 4 
0 5 
0 6 
1 7 
" 
8 
0 9 
0 10 
0 11 
0 12 
0 13 
0 14 
0 15 
.. 
MIN-MAX TRANSFORM RECOGNITION FOR "5." DEGREES OF ROTATION 
1 2 3 4 6 8 7 8 9 10. 11 12 13 14 16 
1." .3 .4 .2 .2 .4 .5 .e .3 .4 .4 .3 . 1 .1 .1 
.3 1.0 .3 .3 .2 .2 .2 .3 .3 .2 .3 • 1 .2 .2 .2 
.3 .2 1." .2 .2 .2 .3 .4 .2 .2 .2 .2 . 1 . l . 1 
.2 .3 .3 1." .4 .2 .4 .3 .4 .1 .2 . 1 .4 .3 .3 
.2 .2 .3 .3 1." .2 .4 .3 .2 .1 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 
.e .2 .6 .2 .2 1.0 .4 .9 .2 .3 .5 .3 . 1 . 1 .1 
.6 .e .7 .8 .5 .4 1." .6 .7 .3 .4 .3 .3 .3 .3 
.3 .1 .3 .2 .2 .3 .3 1." .1 .2 .2 .2 . 1 . 1 . 1 
.2 .2 .2 .2 .1 .2 .2 .2 1." .1 .2 . 1 .2 .2 .2 
.4 
. " .1 . " . " .1 . 1 . 1 .1 1." . " .1 . " . " . " 
.3 .3 .2 .2 .1 .3 .2 .3 .2 .2 1." .2 . 1 . 1 .2 
.2 .1 .2 . 1 .1 .1 .2 .2 • 1 .1 .1 1." 
. " . " . " .. 
. 2 .6 .3 .7 .4 .2 .3 .3 .4 .2 .3 .2 1 . " .6 .6 
.2 .3 .2 .4 .4 .2 .2 .2 .3 .1 .2 .1 .4 1." .2 
. 1 .2 .1 .2 .2 .1 .1 .1 .2 .1 .2 .1 .2 .2 1." 
RAPID TRANSFORM RECOGNITION FOR "S." DEGREES OF ROTATION 
1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
.7 .3 .7 .2 .2 1.0 .4 .8 .3 .4 .4 .3 . 1 .1 . 1 
. 1 1.0 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .3 .1 .3 . 1 .2 .1 .2 
.1 .1 1.0 .1 .1 .3 . 3 . .4 .1 .1 .2 .1 .1 .1 .1 
. l .2 .2 1. 0 .4 .2 .2 .2 .1 .1 .2 .1 .4 .2 .2 
.1 .3 .4 .7 1." .4 .4 .3 .2 .1 .3 .1 .3 .3 .3 
.2 . 1 .3 . 1 . 1 1." .2 .7 .1 .1 .3 .2 .1 . 1 .1 
.3 .7 .9 .6 .5 .8 1." .7 .6 .3 .5 .3 .3 .4 .3 
.2 .2 .s .1 .2 .6 .4 1." . 1 .1 .2 .2 . 1 . 1 .1 
.1 .2 .2 . 1 . 1 .1 .2 .1 1.0 .1 .1 .1 .1 . 1 .1 
.6 .0 . 1 .0 .0 .1 .1 .1 . 1 1.0 .0 . 1 
. " .0 . " 
.1 .2 .2 .2 .1 .4 .1 .3 .1 .1 1.0 .1 .1 .1 .1 
. l .l .2 .1 .1 .2 .2 .2 .1 . 1 .1 1.0 
. " . " . " 
.2 .4 .3 .8 .4 .3 .2 .2 .3 .1 .3 . 1 1." .6 .7 
.1 .4 .3 .6 .6 .3 .3 .3 .3 .1 .3 . 1 .6 1." .4 
. " .2 .1 .2 . 1 .1 . 1 .1 .1 . " .1 . " .2 .2 1." 
FOURIER TRANSFORM RECOGNITION FOR "5." DEGREES OF ROTATION 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 
.e .6 .6 .3 .3 1." .3 .3 .3 .6 .6 .2 .3 .2 .2 
.3 1." .6 .3 .3 .4 .3 .3 .3 .3 .6 .2 .5 .3 .3 
.3 .2 1.0 .3 . 3 . .4 .3 .5 .3 .3 .3 .3 .2 .2 .2 
.1 .1 .2 1.0 .4 .2 .3 .2 .2 .2 .1 .2 .2 .2 .3 
.3 .3 .6 .6 1.0 .4 .6 .4 .3 .3 .3 .5 .4 .3 .3 
1." .3 .4 .3 .3 1.0 .3 .3 ,. .4 .6 .2 .2 .2 .2 . ' 
.3 .4 .7 .5 .7 .4 1.0 .5 .o .4 • 3 .6 .4 .4 .5 
.2 .2 .6 .3 .2 .2 .3 1." .3 .2 .2 .8 .2 . 1 .2 
. 1 .2 .3 .2 .2 .2 .3 .2 l.~ .2 . 1 .2 • 2 .2 .2 
.8 .4 .4 .3 .3 .8 .4 .3 .3 1.0 .4 .3 • 3 .2 .2 
.3 .4 .4 .2 .2 .6 .2 .2 .2 .4 1. 0 .2 .2 .2 .2 
. 1 . 1 .2 .2 .2 . 1 .3 .3 . 1 • 1 . 1 1. 0 . 1 • 1 . 1 
.4 .s .5 1. 0 .8 .6 .5 .4 . 5 .3 .4 .4 . 7 .5 .8 
.2 .3 .3 .3 .4 .2 .3 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .5 1.0 .3 
.0 .1 . 1 . 1 . 1 .0 . 1 .1 • 1 .0 .0 • 1 . 1 • 1 1 . " 
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Table 4-3: 
MOVES 
" 
1 
3 2 
" 
3 
3 4 
l 6 
6 6 
4 7 
" 
8 
0 9 
" 
10 
1 11 
" 
12 
" 
13 
" 
14 
1 16 
MOVES 
" 
1 
3 ·2 
" 
3 
3 4 
1 5 
6 6 
4 7 
0 8 
0 9 
" 
10 
1 11 
" 
12 
0 13 
" 
14 
1 15 
MOVES 
" 
l 
3 2 
" 
3 
3 4 
1 ,5 6 . ..._ ___ _ / 158 
I 
4 7 
0 8 
0 9 
0 10 
1 11 
0 12 
0 13 
0 14 
1 16 
MIN-MAX TRANSFORM RECOGNITION FOR "10." DEGREES OF ROTATION 
l 2 3 4 6 8 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 
1." .l . l .1 
. " .l .1 .2 .1 .6 .1 .1 .0 . " . " 
.3 1." .3 .4 .3 .2 .3 .3 .6 .2 .4 .1 .3 .3 .4 
.6 .4 1." .4 .4 .8 .7 1." .4 .3 .4 .3 .2 .2 .2 
.2 .2 .3 1.0 .3 .2 .3 .2 .2c1 .2 . l .3 .2 .2 
.3 .3 .6 .6 1." .3 .6 .4 .3 .2 .3 .2 .2 .3 .2 
.6 .2 .4 .2 .2 1.0 .4 .8 .2 .3 .4 .4 .1 .1 .1 
.3 .2 .4 .3 .3 .3 1." .4 .3 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .1 
.5 .3 .e .3 .3 .8 .6 1.0 .3 .3 .4 .3 .2 .2 .2 
.4 .5 .6 .6 .4 .4 .4 .6 1.0 .3 .4 .2 .4 .4 .3 
1.0 .1 .2 . 1 .1 .2 .2 .2 .1 1.0 .1 .1 .0 . 1 .0 
.3 .4 .3 .2 .2 .4 .2 .4 .3 .2 1." .2 • 2· . 1 .2 
.3 .2 .3 .2 .2 .3 .3 .4 .2 .3 .2 1. 0 . 1 . 1 .1 
.2 .6 .3 .8 .4 .2 .3 .3 .4 .2 .3 .2 1." .4 .4 
.3 .s .4 .6 .7 .3 .4 .4 .6 .2 .3 .2 .6 1." .4 
.2 .3 .2 .4 .3 .2 .2 .2 .3 .1 .3 .1 .3 .3 1." 
FOURIER TRANSFORM RECOGNITION FOR "10." DEGREES OF ROTATION 
1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
1. 0 .4 .5 .2 .3 .7 .4 .3 .2 • 6 .4 .2 . 3 . • 2, .-2: 
.6 1.0 .7 .4 .4 .6 .4 .4 .7 .6 .8 .4 . 8: .. s ·.:s· 
.4 .3 1." .4 .4 .6 .4 .s .3 • 3 .4 .4 .3 . 2 . . ·2 
.1 .1 .3 1." .3 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 • 1 .2 .3 .. 2 .3 
.3 .3 .5 .7 1." .4 .6 .5 .3 .3 .3 .4 '· 3" .3 .3 
.6 .4 .4 .3 .3 1." .3 .3 .2 .4 .5 .3 .2 .2 .2 
.4 .3 .6 .5 .7 .4 1.0 .5 .4 .3 .3 .6 .3 .3 .4 
.3 .2 .5 .3 .3 .4 .4 1.0 .3 .3 .2 .5 .2 .2 .3 
.6 .7 .7 .5 .s .6 .8 .6 1.0 .s .4 .4 .5 .4 .s 
1.0 .s .6 .4 .4 .8 .6 .5 .3 .7 .5 .4 .3 .3 .3 
.4 .3 .4 .3 .2 .6 .2 .2 .2 .4 1.0 .2 .2 .2 .2 
.3 .3 .s .4 .4 .3 .5 .7 .4 .3 .2 1.0 .2 .2 .3 
.4 .6 .6 1.0 .9 .6 .6 .5 .6 .4 .4 .4 .8 .6 .8 
.7 .7 .7 .7 1." .7 .6 .e .6 .5 .6 .4 .7 1 ·." .5 
.1 ·. 1 .2 .3 .2 .l .2 .1 .2 . l . l .1 .2 .2 1." .. 
RAPID TRANSFORM RECOGNITION FOR "10. " DEGREES OF ROTATION 
1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
• 
1." . l .2 .1 . 1 .2 .2 .2 . 1 .8 .1 .2 
. " . " . " 
.2 1." .3 .3 .2 .3 .2 .3 .6 .2 .4 . 1 .3 .2 .4 
.2 .2 1." .2 .2 .7 .4 .e .2 .1 .3 .2 .1 . 1 • 1 
.1 .2 .2 l." .4 .2 .2 .2 .1 .1 .2 .1 .3 .2 .2 
-... 2 .4 .5 .a 1. 0 .4 .5 .5 .3 . 1 .4 .2 .4 .4 .3 
.2 .1 .3 . 1 .. 1 1.0 .2 .7 • 1 . 1 .3 .2 • 1 • 1 . 1 
.3 .3 .9 .3 .4 .7 1." .8 .3 .2 .3 .3 .2 .2 . 1 
.2 .2 .4 .2 .2 .7 .3 1.0 .2 .1 .4 .2 . 1 .1 .1 
.2 .8 .6 .3 .3 .6 .6 .6 1 . " .2 .4 .2 .3 .3 .3 
1." .1 .2 .1 . 1 .2 .2 .2 . 1 1 . 0 . 1 .2 .0 .0 
. " 
. 1 .2 .2 .2 . 1 .4 . 1 .3 . 1 .1 1." . 1 . 1 . 1 .1 
.3 .1 .3 . 1 .1 .3 .3 .4 . 1 .2 .2 1. 0 . 1 .1 . 1 
.1 .4 .3 1." .6 .3 .3 .3 .3 . 1 .3 .1 .9 .7 .a 
.2 .5 .4 .7 .9 .4 .4 .4 .3 .2 .4 .2 .6 1 • 0 .s 
.1 .3 .1 .3 .2 .1 .1 . 1 . 1 • 1 .2 . 1 .3 .2 1.0 
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0 degrees of rotation 5 degrees of rotation 
Figure 4-9: Fourier coefficients for Circle after O and 5 degrees of rotations 
can be explained as follows. Since both square and circle are symmetric with 
respect to their center of gravity, contours of each shape will have equal 
number of movements in each direction. \\'hen 0=0°, contour of square will 
have only those movements given by SET 1 because there is no nec~d for diagonal 
moven1ents. But, contour of circle uses every movement defined in SET 2 
including diagonal movements. If the S\:!t of test patterns are obtained by 
rotating the kno\vn shapes by any angle other than multiples of 90 degrees then 
contour of square will also have equal number of movements in every direction 
although not in the· san1e order with those describing contour of the circle. As 
a result of this similarity in the structure of sequences, for some angles of 
rotation, transform coefficients for square look similar to those coefficients 
corresponding to circle. \Vhen 0=-10°, such a sirr1ilarity is observed as sho\\'n in 
transform coefficient plots given in ~"'igur(}s 4-10, 4-11, 4-12. 
If the tangent angle functio11, 'f(s) is used for contour representation, then 
pattern recognition algorithn1s rapidly fail t.o correctly identify the test patterns 
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Figure 4-10: Mini~Jax transform ro<'flicicnts for patterns, circfo and square 
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.~ 
0 degrees of rotation 10 degrees of rotation 
SQUARE 
·' 
• 
0 degrees of rotation 10 degrees of rotation 
CIRCLE 
Figure 4-11: Fourier transforrn coeffiri<'n ts for pat terns, ci rclc and square 
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0 degrees of rotation 10 degrees of rotation 
SQUARE 
,• 
O· degrees of rotation 10 degrees of rotation 
CIRCLE 
·Figure 4-12: Rapid transforrn ro<·ffirient.s for patterns, circle and square 
-1B 
,. 
when angle of rotation is not within -10° to 10° . Table 4-4 gives the 
similarity coefficients for 6=90°. One might be surpriised by looking at the poor 
identification results because after 90 degrees of rotation the patterns look 
exactly the same with those before rotation. And yet, MinMax, Fourier, and 
Rapid transform algorithms failed to recognize 12 
' 
10, and 10 patterns 
respectively. Circle (pattern I), star (pattern 4), and square (pattern 10) were 
however recognized by every transform. 
The reason to this unexpected observation can be given as follows. 
Rotating a shape by 90 degrees clockwise is equivalent to rotating the 
rectangular grid by 90 degrees counter-clokwise. As a result of this operation, 
the contour does not change in appearance but a different boundary function 
* 
</J ( s) is obtained if tangent angle function T( s) is used for boundary 
representation. ¢/'(s) is related to the previ·ous boundary function., o(s) through 
* d> ( s) =. ( ¢ ( s) -t 6 ) mod 8 
It is clear that ¢, * ( s) is not a cyclic shift of ¢( s) even though they describe two 
identical looking contours. Therefore, correct identification of the new set of 
patterns is not expected. This raises the question as to \vhy circle and square 
are identified by a11 algorithms so perfectly ( other sirnilarit.y coefficients in the 
corresponding rows are all zero). Analysis of table 4-4 releaves that in addition 
to circle and square, star (pattern 4) is also correctly identified by all three 
transforms. 
This confusing situation is explained after noticing that these pattc~rns (1, 
4, and 10) look as if rotation did not cause any change in orientation. In fact, 
circle and square appear not t.o be affected at a11 \vhich is, in a sense, true. 
Appearances of both circle and square before and after 90 degrees of rotation 
50 
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Table 4- 4: Similarit.v n1casur<'rr1<.·nts wlu~n SET,, is used and 0=9()0 
MOVES 
" 
1 
" 
2 
1 3 
2 4 
" 
6 
8 6 
4 7 
2 8 
..-2-~ 9 
" '-1-0 
2 11 
" 
12 
6 13 
0 14 
2 15 
MOVES 
0 1 
0 2 
1 3 
2 4 
" 
s 
8 6 
4 7 
2 8 
2 9 
0 10 
2 11 
" 
12 
6 13 
" 
14 
2 15 
MOVES 
" 
1 
" 
2 
1 3 
2 4 
0 6 
8 6 
4 7 
2 8 
2 9 
" 
10 
,, 11 '-
0 12 
6 13 
0 14 
2 15 
~ -
MIN-MAX TRANSFORM RECOGNITION FOR "90." DECREES OF ROTATION 
1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 
1." 
. " . " . " . " . " . " . " .0 . " . " . " . " . " . " 
.9 .7 .9 .6 .6 .a 1." .7 .8 .8 .4 .3 .4 .4 .3 
.e .4 .8 .4 .4 .5 1." .8 .6 .9 .4 .4 .3 .3 .2 
.3 .s .4 1.0 .7 .3 .8 .4 .8 .2 .3 .2 .6 .8 .4 
.3 .4 .4 1.0 .6 .2 .5 .4 .4 .2 .3 .2 .5 .4 .3 
.7 .4 .6 .4 .6 .6 .9 .6 .5 1." .3 .6 .4 .4 .2 
.4 .3 .5 .4 .5 .6 .8 1." .3 .3 .4 .4 .2 .2 .2 
.6 .4 .6 .5 .4 .4 1." .6 .5 .5 .3 .3 .3 .3 .2 
.7 .2 .4 .2 .3 .4 .8 .4 .3 1." .3 .4 .2 .2 .1 
. " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " 1." . " . " . " . " . " 
.7 .8 .7 .7 .a .6 1." .7 .7 .8 .4 .4 .6 .6 .4 
.8 .4 .7 .4 .6 .8 1.0 .8 .6 .9 .4 .8 .3 .4 .3 
.4 1." .4 .7 .4 .3 .5 .4 .8 .4 .6 .2 .7 .6 .7 
.5 .8 .6 1." .6 .4 .6 .4 .9 .4 .5 .3 1. 0 .e .7 
.4 .5 .3 .6 .5 .3 .5 .3 .6 .3 .3 .2 .8 1." .6 
FOURIER TRANSFORM RECOGNITION FOR "90. " DEGREES OF ROTATION 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
1. 0 .0 .0 .0 
. " . " .0 
·" 
.0 .0 
. " . " . " .0 . " 
.5 .6 .9 .6 .5 .8 1.0 .5 .8 1.0 .4 .6 .5 .4 .4 
.3 .2 .4 .2 .2 .3 .3 .2 .3 1.0 .2 .2 .2 .2 . 1 
.3 .2 .4 1.0 .6 .4 .5 .3 .4 .3 .2 .4 .4 .4 .6 
.4 .6 .8 .8 1.0 .5 .7 .5 .5 .5 .5 .4 1." .7 .6 
.5 .2 .4 .3 .3 .5 .5 .3 .3 1.0 .3 .3 .3 .3 .2 
.7 .5 .9 .a 1.0 1.0 .8 .6 .4 .5 .6 .6 .5 . . s .4 
.6 .5 1.0 .7 .7 .a .7 .6 .6 .7 .4 .5 .6 .5 .4 
.3 .2 .4 .3 .3 .4 .4 .3 .2 1.0 .2 .3 .2 .2 .2 
. " .0 .0 . " . " .0 .0 .0 . " 1.0 . " .0 .0 .0 . " 
.8 1.0 .7 .5 .6 .9 .6 .5 .4 .5 .7 .4 .6 .5 .4 
.2 .2 .4 .3 .3 .2 .6 .4 .3 .3 .1 1.0 .2 .2 .2 
.7 1.0 .6 .4 .5 .6 .8 .5 .9 .6 .6 .6 .7 .5 .6 
.4 .6 .6 .6 .4 .5 .5 .4 .6 .7 .4 .3 1.0 .8 .5 
.6 .7 .8 .6 .6 .5 .8 .5 1.0 .7 .4 .5 1." .9 .6 
RAPID TRANSFORM RECOGNITION FOR 8 90." DEGREES OF ROTATION 
1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
1.0 .0 
·" ·" 
.0 .0 .0 
. " 
·" . " 
.0 
.. " 
. " .0 
·" .4 .6 .9 . 7 .7 1. 0 1.0 .9 .5 .4 .6 .3 .4 .6 .3 
.5 .4 .6 .3 .3 .6 1.0 .7 .5 .6 .3 .3 .3 .3 .2 
.2 .4 .4 1.0 .6 .4 .3 .3 .3 .2 .3 • 1 .8 .7 .4 
.2 .e .5 1.0 .9 .5 .5 .4 .4 .2 .6 .2 .7 .8 .6 
.7 .4 .7 .4 .s .6 1.0 .7 .6 .9 .4 .6 .4 .s .3 
.3 .3 1." .4 .4 .8 .6 .9 .2 .2 .4 .4 .2 .2 .2 
.3 .3 .7 .3 .4 .6 1.0 .6 .4 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .2 
.6 .3 .7 .4 .5 .8 1. 0 .8 .4 .6 .4 .7 .3 .4 .2 
.0 
. " 
·" 
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
.6 .8 .9 .6 • 7 .8 1.0 .7 • 7 .4 .6 .3 .5 .7 .4 
.5 .2 .5 .2 .3 .4 • 7 .5 .3 .s .2 1. 0 .2 .2 .2 
.2 1. 0 .4 .4 .3 .3 .3 .3 .6 .2 .4 .2 • 4 .6 .6 
. 1 .2 . 1 .2 .2 . 1 . 1 . 1 • 1 . 1 . 1 .0 .3 1.0 .2 
• 2 . 
.4 .3 .4 .5 .3 . 4 .3 • ·s .2 .3 .2 .6 l . " .4 
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are exactly the same, even with respect to a fixed orientation as if the only 
difference is in the relative location of the starting point. Starting point 
appears to be moved to another location along the boundary. But as explained 
in section 2-2, changing the location of the starting point causes a cyclic shift 
in the sequence representing the contour. Since MinMax, Fourier, and Rapid 
transforms are invariant to the cyclic shifts of the input sequence, there will be 
no changes in the transform coefficients corresponding to circle and square. 
lf ence correct identification is observed for these shapes. A similar argument 
can be given for the correct identification of star. Rotating star by 90 degrees 
is equivalent to changing the location· of the starting point and rotating the new 
pattern by 18 degrees which has Jess negative effect on recognition than 90 
degrees of rotation. 
4.5 Bou11dary Representatio11 witl1 C11rvature Fur1ction 
If the test patterns are obtained by rotating the · kllo\\'ll shapes by 90 
degrees, algorithms based on tangent angle function are observed to fail to 
recognize properly even the patterns which look exactly like the stored patterns. 
In the previous section, it was explained that this problern arises frorn the 
selection of boundary function and can be avoided by using another type of 
boundary function which is independent of rotations of the quantized contour. 
Tl1e curvature function K(s) described in section 3-5 gives the amount of 
change in phase as the contour of a shape is traced. Therefore, if two patterns 
arc identical to each other \vith possible difference in rotation, then correponding 
boundary functions for these shapes are also identical and they would" be 
correctly identified \vith each other. 
Tallie 4-5 gives the sin1ilarity coefficients when sequence length is equal to 
52 
128, angle of rotation is 90, and curvature function is used for boundary 
representation. Every shape is uniquely identified and certainty in identification 
is very reliable as indicated by the assignment of similarity coefficients 0.0 to 
the non-identical shapes. Unfortunately, results for rotation angles other than 
multiples of 90 degrees show very poor recognition. Table 4-6 gives the 
similarity coefficients for 5 degrees of rotation. Keeping in mind that curvature 
functions are first suggested for continious curves to extract information 
concentrated at locations having high curvature, this poor recognition can easily 
be explained. Sudden changes along the boundary correspond to high frequency 
terms in the transform domain and these terms are emphasized when curvature 
functions are used. This emphasis results in further separation between the 
transform coefficients corresponding to continuous curves. Boundary function 
representing quantized contours have too much unwanted high curv~turc points 
wh\ich introduce high frequency noise components. As a result, inforrnation 
related to the original shape is destroyed to the large extent and recognition 
becomes difficult if not impossible. 
4.6 Lc11gtl1 Exte11sio11 
In the analysis given earlier in this chapter, perin1eter length is held 
constant at 128. In section 2.2.2, definition of transforms based on symrnetric 
functions is given such that the length of the input sequence should be 
ex pressi b]c as a power of 2 . Then, in section 3. 7, an iterative method is 
described which outputs contour sequences having a preset length. In order to 
get this length, resolution of the grid used by contour tracing algorithms is 
changed. Although this method gives sequences having a desired length, in 
practical situations, it is highly ti111e int<!nsivc. This is unfortunate but the 
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Table 4-5 : Sirnila.rit.v nt<'asurcrnrnts ,vhen K(s) is used and 0=90° • 
MOVES 
" 
1 
" 
2 
1 3 
2 ~ 
" 
6 
8 8 
4 7 
2 8 
2 9 
" 
10 
2 11 
" 
12 
8 13 
" 
14 
2 16 
MOVES 
" 
1 
" 
2 
1 3 
2 4 
" 
5 
8 6 
4 7 
2 8 
2 9 
" 
10 
2 11 
" 
12 
6 13 
" 
14 
2 16 
MOVES 
" 
1 
" 
2 
1 3 
2 4 
" 
5 
8 6 
.. 7 
2 8 
2 9 
" 
10 
2 11 
" 
12 
6 13 
0 14 
2 16 
' MIN-MAX TRANSFORM RECOGNITION FOR "90.• DECREES OF ROTATION 
1 2 3 
1." 
. " . " . " 
.0 1." . " . " 
. " . " 1." . " 
·" ·" ·" 
1." 
. " . " . " . " 
. " . " . " . " 
. " .. " . " . " 
. " . " . " . " 
. " . " . " . " 
. " . " . " . " 
·"' . " . " . " 
. " . " . " . " 
. " . " . " . " 
. " . " . " . " 
. " . " . " . " 
FOURIER TRANSFORM 
1 2 3 
1." . " . " 
·" 
·" 
1." 
. " . " 
. " . " 1.0 .0 
. " . " . " 1.0 
. " . " . " .0 
. " . " . " .0 
. " . " . " . " 
. " .0 . " . " 
. " . " . " . " 
. " . " . " . " 
. " . " . " 
.0 
. " . " . " . " 
. " . " . " . " 
. " . " . " . " 
. " . " . " . " 
RAPID TRANSFORM 
1 2 3 
1." 
. " 
·" . " 
·" 
1.0 
. " . " 
. " • 0 1." . " 
. " . " ·" 1." 
. " . " . " . " 
. " .. " . " . " 
. " .0 . " . " 
. " . " 
·" . " 
. " . " . " . " 
. " . " . " . " 
. " . " • 0 . " 
·" . " . " . " 
. " . " . " . " 
. " . " . " . " 
. " . " . " . " 
6 8 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1~ 15 
. " . " . " . " 
·" . " . " . " 
.e 
. " .e 
. " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " ·" . " . " 
. " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " 
. " . " . " . " 
·" . " . " . " . " . " . " 1." . " .0 .0 . " . " . " . " 
·" . " . " 
. " 1." . " . " 
·" . " . " . " . " . " . " 
. " . " 1." . " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " 
.0 
. " . " 1." . " . " . " . " . " . " . " 
·"' . " . " . " 
1." . " . " . " . " . " . " 
·"' ·" . " . " ·" 
1." . " . " 
·" . " . " 
·"' 
.0 
. " . " . " . " 1." . " . " . " . " 
. " . " .e .e .e . " . " 1." . " . " . " 
. " .0 . " . " . " . " . " . " 1.0 
·" . " 
. " . " . " . " . " . " 
·" . " 
.e 1.0 
. " 
. " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " 1." ~ 
RECOGNITION FOR "9". " DECREES OF ROTATION 
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
·" ·" . " . " . " . " ·" . " . " 
.0 
. " 
. " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " 
.0 
. " 
. " 
·" ·" . " . " . " . " . " ·" . " . " 
. " .0 . " . " . " . " . " . " . " .0 . " 1.0 
. " . " 
·" . " . " . " . " . " . " . " 
. " 1 . " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " 
. " . " 1." . " . " . " . " .. " . " . " . " 
. " . " 
·" 
1.0 
. " . " . " . " . " . " . " 
. " 
·" . " . " 
1." 
. " . " . " . " . " . " 
.e 
. " . " . " . " 1." . " \)" . " .0 . " 
.tl 
. " . " .. " . " . " 1." . " . " . " . " 
. " . " . " . " . " . " . " 1." . " . " . " 
. " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " 1." . " . " 
. " ~" . " . " . " . " . " . " . " 1." . " 
. " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " ·" 1." 
RECOGNITION FOR ",0." DECREES OF ROTATION 
6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 
. " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " 
.0 
. " 
. " . " . " . " . " 
·" ·" 
.0 .-0 
. " . " 
. " . " . " . " . " .0 . " . " . " . " ·" 
. " . " . " . " .0 .0 . " . " . " . " . " 1." . " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " 
. " 1." . " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " .0 
.0 
·" 
1.0 .0 .0 
. " . " . " . " . " . " 
. " . " . " 1." . " . " . " I" . " ·" . " 
·" 
.0 
. " . " 1." . " . " • 0 . " ·" . " 
·" 
.0 .0 
. " I" 1.0 .0 .0 . " ·" ·" 
. " . " .0 .0 . " . " 1.0 
·" ·" 
.0 
·" 
. " 
·" I" . " .0 . " .0 1.0 ·" . " . " .0 
. " 
·" . " ·" ·" . " 
,0 1.0 
. " 
·" 
. " .0 
·" . " . " . " . " 
.0 
. " 1." . " 
. " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " . " 1." 
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Table 4- 6 : Similarit.y nicasurcrnents when K(6) is usrd ancl 0=5° 
MOVES 
4 1 
" 
2 
" 
3 
" 
.. 
" 
6 
" 
6 
1 7 
" 
8 
0 9 
" 
10 
" 
11 
" 
12 
" 
13 
" 
14 
" 
15 
MOVES 
4 1 
" 
2 
0 3 
0 4 
0 6 
" 
6 
1 7 
" 
8 
" 
9 
0 10 
" 
11 
0 12 
0 13 
0 14 
" 
15 
4 1 
" 
2 
" 
3 
" 
4 
" 
6 
" 
6 
1 7 
" 
8 
0 9 
" 
10 
0 11 
" 
12 
" 
13 
" 
14 
" 
16 
.. :. 
"··· 
..r 
MIN-MAX TRANSFORM RECOCNITION FOR •6.• DECREES OF ROTATION 
1 2 3 6 8 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 
.2 .7 .6 .7 .8 .8 1.0 ·• 7 .3 .3 .1 .3 .1 .3 .7 
.1 .6 .6 .4 .7 .6 .6 .7 .2 .1 1." .2 .6 • 2 ' .6 
.1 .8 .9 . .. .7 .7 .6 1.0 .3 .2 .7 .2 .6 .3 .9 
.2 .6 ... 1.0 .7 .6 .9 .8 .2 .2 .1 .2 ,7 .3 .6 
.1 .4 .4 .s .7 . .. .7 .6 .1 .1 1." .1 .6 ,2 .6 
.1 .5 .6 .4 .8 .6 1.0 .9 .2 .2 1.0 .2 .8 ,2 .e 
.2 .3 .3 1.0 .6 .4 .8 .4 .2 .2 .e .2 .6 .2 .4 
.1 .6 .6 .1 .6 .6 .9 1." .2 .2 .e .2 .6 .2 .7 
.1 1." .7 .2 .6 .6 .3 .6 .6 .3 .3 .4 .4 .e .6 
.3 .4 .4 .2 .3 .3 .3 .3 .6 .6 .3 1," .3 .6 .3 
• 2 ... .3 1." .6 . .. .e .6 .2 .2 .e ,2 .. 6 • 2 ... 
... 1." .8 .6 .9 .7 .6 .7 .9 .9 .6 .9 .e 1." .e 
.2 .s .s .6 .7 .6 .7 .8 .2 .2 1." .2 .8 .3 .7 
.1 1." .9 .2 .7 1." .3 .9 .3 .2 .4 .2 .4 .4 .8 
.2 .6 .6 .6 .e .8 .e .e .2 .2 1.0 .2 .7 .3 .1 
- ~-- --
FOURIER TRANSFORM RECOGNITION FOR •s.• DECREES OF ROTATION 
1 2 3 
... .e .7 .e 
.2 1." .e .6 
.2 .a 1." .7 
.4 .e .• 8 1." 
.3 .9 .9 .s 
.2 .9 .e .6 
.3 .6 .6 1." 
.2 .9 .a .a 
.2 .e .e ... 
.3 .3 .3 .2 
.3 .7 .7 .e 
.4 .e .7 .4 
.3 .7 .9 .e 
.3 .e 1.0 .6 
.3 .8 • 9 .7 
RAPID TRANSFORM 
1 2 3 
; 1 
.4 .4 .6 
. 1 .7 .9 .6 
• 1 .6 .9 .3 
.1 .5 .4 1.0 
.1 .5 .4 .5 
~ .1 .5 .6 .4 
.2 .s .4 1." 
. l .4 .4 .6 
. 1 1." .7 .2 
.4 .4 .6 .2 
• 1 .3 .3 .8 
.4 1.0 .8 .4 
• 1 .s .s .6 
._ 1 1." .8 .2 
. 1 .6 .6 .s 
6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 l.t 15 
.a 1." 1." .a .e .6 .7 .6 .9 .8 .a 
.s .7 .s .8 .4 .3 .7 .3 .7 . .. .6 
.7 .7 .7 1." .8 .4 .7 .4 .s .7 .6 
.9 .a .9 .9 .s .4 1." .4 .a .s .8 
.9 .8 .7 .8 .4 .3 .7 .4 1.0 .s .8 
.s 1.0 .7 .a .4 .3 .9 .4 .6 .6 .7 
.s • 6 .7 • 7 ... .3 .6 .3 .7 ... • 6 
.8 .8 .e 1.0 .6 .3 1.0 .3 .6 .4 .6 
.6 .7 .4 .9 1.0 .6 .s .6 .s 1." .6 
.2 .2 .2 .2 .4 .7 .2 1.0 .2 .4 .2 
.e .7 • 9 .8 ... .3 1.0 • .c .7 .4 .6 
.8 .8 .s .8 .8 .a .6 1.0 .6 .8 .8 
.9 .8 1.0 .9 .6 .4 .7 .4 .7 .8 .9 
.9 .9 .s .9 .9 .6 .6 .s .6 1.0 .8 
• e .s .7 .7 .6 ... .8 ... .6 .s 1." 
RECOGNITION FOR "5." DEGREES OF ROTATION 
6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 
.8 .6 1.0 .s . l .1 .7 . 1 .6 .2 .8 
1. 0 .7 .7 .9 .2 .1 1 . " • 1 .6 .2 1 . " 
.6 .a .5 1.0 .2 .1 .7 .1 .8 .2 .9 
.7 .s 1.0 .8 .2 .1 .9 .1 .s .2 .7 
.7 .s • 7 .8 .1 .1 1." .1 .5 .2 .7 1. 0 .6 .8 .a . 1 .1 .9 • 1 .s .2 .1 
.6 .s .8 .s .2 • 1 .e .2 .7 .2 .8 
.6 .4 .7 .8 . l • l 1." . 1 .4 • 1 .6 
.6 .7 .3 .6 .4 .2 .3 .2 .3 .e .6 
.4 .4 .3 .3 .6 .8 .3 1." .3 .6 . 4 
.6 .3 1.0 .5 .1 • 1 .9 • 1 . 4 . 1 .6 
.8 . 7 .8 .6 .9 .a .6 .a .6 .9 .e 
.8 .6 .8 .7 .2 .1 1.0 .1 .6 .2 .9 
.4 . 7 .3 .6 .3 .t .3 .1 .3 .s .7 
.7 .6 .7 .6 .1 .1 .7 .1 .6 .2 1 .. 0 
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operations of sampling, quantization, enhancement, and contuour tracing need to 
J 
be iterated til1 the correct length is achieved. One possible solution to this is 
to store transform coefficients for many different lengths. Then, recognition is 
done by choosing the transform sequence having the sarne length as the 
unknown pattern. This increases the memory size and also affects the rncn1ory 
search time. 
Another solution to this could be to extrapolate the sequence to the 
correct number of points. This is, however, not possible in signal dornain since 
the pattern sequence is made up of sn1all directed arro\\'S. 'J,o try extrapolation 
in transform domain, simulations with pattc~rns "C" and ~ I~" were perforrned for 
MinMax transforrns. The transforrns obtained are sho\vn in Fig.s 4-13 and 4-14. 
As can be seen from the figures, the structure of plots for the shapes does not 
change much with change in sequence length from 64 to 128. In addition, the 
length 6,,1 transform extended to 128 points by merely repeating each point 
t\vicc (parts (a) of the figures) is very sirnilar to the transfor1n of 128 points. 
This result suggests that it might be possible Lo cornpare patterns having 
different boundary lengths. Actual similarity measurements were done 
comparing these modified sequences with those of known patterns. Even 
though, each test pattern 3 and 12 is assigned to two different stc>red patterns, 
every pattern is recognized as shown by Table 4-6. 
A sirnilar analysis was done when sequence length is 96 which is not 
expressible as a power of two. 'I'his length requires sorne rnodifications be done 
on the Min11ax transforrn algorithrn \\'hicli in turn, causes poor recognition for 
the set of patterns under study. 
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Figure 4-13 : f\1iu\·1ax t.rcu1sf,>r111 r<>effirit·nts for shaptt (; 
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Table 4-7: 
MOVES 
8 1 
" 
2 
2 3 
4 4 
4 5 
0 6 
0 7 
0 8 
0 9 
" 
10 
4 11 
.4 12 
8 13 
2 14 
4 15 
' ' 
Similarity measurements when the input transform coefficients 
arc extrapolated to 128. 
MIN-MAX TRANSFORM RECOGNITION FOR "0." DEGREES OF ROTATION 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
1.0 .4 .5 .3 .2 .5 .5 .6 .4 .5 .4 .2 .2 .2 .2 
.2 1.0 .2 .3 .2 .2 .2 .2 .3 .2 .3 .1 .2 .2 
.2 
1.0 .4 1.0 .3 .3 .8 .. 6 .9 .4 .6 .4 .5 .2 .2 
.2 
.3 .5 .5 1.0 .6 .3 .5 .5 .4 .2 .4 .a ,4 . 3 
.3 
.3 .4 .4 .5 1." .4 .5 .5 .3 .2 .4 .3 .2 
.3 .3 
.7 .3 .6 .2 .2 1." .4 .8 .3 .4 .6 .4 .2 .2 .2 
.2 . 1 .3 .2 .2 .2 1." .3 .2 .1 .1 .2 • 1 
. 1 . 1 
.6 .4 .8 .4 .4 .7 .7 1.0 .3 .3 .6 .5 .2 .2 
.2 
.3 .3 .2 .3 . 2 - .2 .3 .2 1.0 .2 .3 .1 .3 .3 
.3 
.0 .0 
. " .0 . " .0 .0 . " . " 1." . " .0 .0 .0 . " 
.5 .4 .4 .4 .3 ~6 • 4 .6 . .6 .3 1.0 .3 .2 .2 .3 
.6 .s .9 .6 .6 .7 1.0 .9 .4 .5 .5 1.0 .4 .3 
.3 
.2 .3 .2 .4 .2 .2 • 3 .2 .4 .2 .2 .1 1.0 
.4 .2 
.1 .1 .1 .2 .2 . 1 . 1 . 1 .2 .1 . l . 1 .2 1." .1 
.4 .9 .6 .9 .s .4 .s .5 .8 .3 .7 .3 .8 
.6 1.0 
. ' l • J 
,. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusion 
1"'\his thesis presents a corr11>arative study of pattern recognition algorithms 
based on translation invariant transforrns. Comparisons between two recently 
defined transforms, MinMax transforn1 and Rapid transforrr1, and the well known 
Fourier transform are done in a pattern recognition system. This system is 
designed in modules pcrforrning diffcrflnt tasks such. as image capture, contour 
tracing, feature extaction, etc. Each module is simulated on Cyber 850 
cornputcr using Fortran prograrris so that a controlled analysis of the 
pcrforrnance of each transform may be done under different conditions. 
Explanation is given about the importance of boundary analysis in pattern 
r<·cognit ion processes. Comparisons done between the two widely used boundary 
fu11ct ions have shown that the tangent angle function, T(s), is rnore appropriate 
for ho 1J n dary representation of d iscrf't P c I osed c. u rv f1.s than the r u rv a1 u r<' 
function, K(s). Use of translation invariant transforms to reduce redundancies 
in an image is discussed. Among the three such transforms compared, M-
transforrr1 is found to be superior to both Fourier amplitude spectra and llapid 
lransforrr1. 1"'\he analysis was pcrforrncd in a controlled environment and only 
quantizatio11 uoise was allo,vcd to i11t.crfcrc with the irnage quality. No attcrnt 
,vas 1na<Jc to filter the noise. llesults are obtained after the contour length of 
Pach test. pattern is norn1alizcd t.o a nurnber expressible as a power of two by 
moving the rarr1era up or do,vn unt ill the required boundary length with respect 
to grid size is obtained. rrhis operation took, on the avarage, three or four 
iterations for each shap<>. 
Ji"'ina1Iy, perforrnanc.e of r<1cognit.ion is analysed when test 1>atterns have 
•• 60 
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different contour lengths than those stored in the system. An analysis is given 
in which MinMax transform sequences corresponding to contour length of 64 are 
extrapolated to sequences of length 128. Results obtained from this analysis 
encourage further experirnental and theoretical work on the signal domain 
properties of MinMax transform. 
In this thesis, recognition of simple closed curves were analysed, but in 
practice, shapes are usually rnore complex and 
~ 
their analysis 
. 
requires 
decomposition of these shapes into simpler shapes. Future study is planned on 
the recognition of complex shapes using algorithms based on MinMax transform. 
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